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QUESTION 1

You have a data model that contains a table named SalesOrders has four columns named Orderld, SalesAmount,
OrderDate, and Territory. 

You plan to create a PivotChart that will display the percentage of SalesAmount for each Territory. 

You need to create a measure to calculate the percentage of sales of each territory. 

How should you complete the DAX formula? To answer, drag the appropriate value to the correct targets. 

Each value may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to
view content. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

SUM([SalesAmount) / ALL(SalesOrders) /(FILTER , ALL(SalesOrders)) 

 

QUESTION 2

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 
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others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You have the following data. 

You need to retrieve a list of the unique ProductName entries. 

Solution: Open the Advanced Filter dialog box, select Filter the list, in-place, and then select Unique records only. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You have the following table. 
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You need to create a PivotTable as shown in the following exhibit. 

What should you do? 

A. Add Product to the Rows area. Add LineTotal to the Values area twice. 

B. Add LineTotal to the Rows area. Add Product to the Values area twice. 

C. Add Product to the Rows area. Add LineTotal to the Columns area twice. 

D. Add LineTotal to the Rows area. Add Product to the Values area twice. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You are building a KPI. 

You need to configure the KPI to display a red icon when the sales from a month is less than nine percent of the sales
from the last 12 months. 
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What should you use to define the target value? 

A. an absolute value 

B. a calculated column 

C. a calculated field 

D. a measure 

Correct Answer: A 

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh272049(v=sql.110).aspx 

 

QUESTION 5

You install Microsoft Power BI Publisher for Excel. 

You need to use Excel to connect and analyze Power BI data. 

To which two types of Power BI data can you connect? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. apps 

B. datasets 

C. reports 

D. dashboard 

Correct Answer: BC 

Analyze in Excel is very useful for datasets and reports that connect to Analysis Services Tabular or Multidimensional
databases, or from Power BI Desktop files or Excel workbooks with data models that have model measures created
using Data Analysis Expressions (DAX). 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/service-analyze-in-excel 

 

QUESTION 6

You have a pie chart. 

You need the wedges of the pie chart to be separated as shown in the following exhibit. 
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A. Change the chart type to Pie of Pie. 

B. Right-click the pie chart, click Expand/Collapse, and then click Expand. 

C. Right-click the pie chart, click Expand/Collapse, and Then click Expand Entire Field 

D. Select a wedge of the pie chart and then drag the wedge. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Start of repeated scenario 

You are creating reports for a car repair company. You have four datasets in Excel spreadsheets. Four workbook
queries load the datasets to a data model. A sample of the data is shown in the Data Sample exhibit. 
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The data model is shown in the Data Model exhibit. 

The tables in the model contain the following data: 

DailyRepairs has a log of hours and revenue for each day, workshop, and repair type. Every day, a log entry is created
for each workshop, even if no hours or revenue are recorded for that day. Total Hours and Total Revenue are two
measures defined in DailyRepairs. Total Hours sums the Hours column, and Total Revenue sums the Revenue column.
Workshops has a list of all the workshops and the current and previous workshop managers. The format of the
Workshop Manager column is always Firstname Lastname. A value of 1 in the IsLatest column indicates that the
workshop 

manager listed in the record is the current workshop manager. 

RepairTypes has a list of alt the repair types. 

Dates has a list of dates from 2015 to 2018. 

End of repeated scenario. 

You create a measure named Average Revenue Per Hour that calculates the average revenue per hour. 

You need to populate a cell in a worksheet to display the Average Revenue Per Hour where Repair Type is Engine. 

Which Excel formula should you use? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use the same scenario. For your convenience, the scenario is
repeated in each question. Each question presents a different goal and answer choices, but the text of the scenario is
the 

same in each question in this series. 

Start of repeated scenario 

You have six workbook queries that each extracts a table from a Microsoft Azure SQL database. The tables are loaded
to the data model, but the data is not loaded to any worksheets. The data model is shown in the Data Model exhibit. 
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Your company has 100 product subcategories and more than 10,000 products. 

End of repeated scenario. 

You need to create a simplified view of the workbook for some users. The simplified view must only display data from
FactSales, DimProduct, and DimDate. 

What should you do in the data model? 

A. Click Hide from Client Tolls for all the tables except FactSales, DimProduct, and DimDate. 

B. Create a new perspective. 

C. Modify the Table Behavior settings for FactSales, DimProduct, and DimDate. 

D. Add the columns from FactSales, DimProduct, and DimDate to the Default Field Set. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 9

You have a table that contains data relating to exam candidates and their associated scores. 

You need to visualize the exam data by separating the data into quartiles. The visualization must display the mean
score and must identify any outliers. 

Which type of chart should you use? 

A. line 

B. histogram 

C. pie 

D. box and whisker 

Correct Answer: D 

https://support.office.com/en-us/article/create-a-box-and-whisker-chart-62f4219f-db4b-4754-aca8-4743f6190f0d 

 

QUESTION 10

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You have a Power Pivot model that contains the following tables. 

There is a relationship between Products and ProductCategory. 

You need to create a hierarchy in Products that contains ProductCategoryName and ProductName. 
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Solution: You create a calculated column that uses the RELATED DAX function 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

References: https://www.mssqltips.com/sqlservertip/2900/creating-hierarchies-in-powerpivot-for-excel/
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee634202.aspx 

 

QUESTION 11

You have a measure named SalesGrowth that calculates the percent of sales growth. The measure uses the following
formula. 

([Total Sales Current Year] - [Total Sales Last Year]) / [Total Sales Last Year] 

Total Sales Current Year is a measure that calculates the sales from the current calendar year. Total Sales Last Year is
a measure that calculates the sales from the previous calendar year. 

You need to create a KPI that displays a red icon when the sales growth is less than last year. 

What should you use to define the target value? 

A. an absolute value of 0 

B. the Total Sales Current Year measure 

C. an absolute value of 100 

D. the Total Sales Last Year measure 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

You have a workbook query that gets data from a table in a Microsoft Azure SQL database. The table has a column
named Phone. The values in Phone are in a format of 999-999-9999. The first three digits of each phone number
represent 

the area code, and the rest of the digits represent the local phone number. 

You need to split the Phone column into two columns. The first column must contain the area code, and the second
column must contain the local phone number. 

How should you complete the query? To answer, drag the appropriate values to the correct targets. Each value may be
used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 13

You have a query that retrieves customers and their locations. You have a sample of the data as shown in the following
table. 

Additional customers and locations are added frequently. 

You need to transform the data as shown in the following table. 
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What should you do? 

A. Select the Locations columns and then select Split Column by Delimiter. Use a comma as the delimiter and split into
rows. 

B. Select the Locations columns and then select Split Column by Delimiter. Use a comma as the delimiter and split into
columns. 

C. Select the Customer columns, and then click Unpivot Columns. 

D. Select the Customer columns, and then click Unpivot Other Columns. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

You have a query as shown in the following exhibit. 
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You need to ensure that the data only contains rows that have a valid date. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer are in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 15

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You have two Microsoft SQL Server database servers named Production1 and Test1. Production1 contains the same
tables as Test1, but only a subset of the data. 

You add Test1 as a data source, and you select 10 tables. You configure several transformations. 

You need to connect the model to the tables in Production1. The solution must maintain the existing transformations. 

Solution: From Query Editor, you edit the source of each table query. 
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Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 
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